Spring XRX Amateur Radio Club Fox Hunt 5-8-2021
Fox Frequencies:
146.565 Fox 1
144.280 Fox 2
145.650 Fox 3
147.500 Fox 4

Important Information:
 Hunt Location – Blossom Rd. Parking Lot, Ellison Park
(see map on next page)
 Hunt Schedule:
- Sign in 9:00 AM Saturday, May 8, 2021
- Hunt starts 9:30 AM
- Conclusion/Lunch/Awards about 12:30 PM at Blossom Rd. Parking Lot
 Hunt Masters’ cell phones
585 764-1652 for Brian, K2AS
585 645-7573 for Harry, W2HRY
 Awards/debrief back at starting point. Lunch?? Maybe if interest

Rules
















There will be 3 foxes, each fox on one of the above frequencies (we may use 4 th as bonus). We
will let you know which ones on day of the hunt.
You can find the foxes in any order.
The hunt is designed for a range of experience -- easy enough for first timers, yet difficult
enough to keep the experienced hunters interested...
All Foxes are in Ellison Park.
Hints will be available starting at 11:00. If you want/need a hint, call the Hunt Masters’ cell
phones.
Plan on ending by 12:30 PM. Awards will be presented then.
Teams may be no more than 3 people.
Transmitting on the fox frequencies is prohibited.
The foxes are readily accessible. For example, you will not need to cut through brush to reach
each fox. If you are doing something dangerous STOP -- the fox will not be where you are
looking.
Upon finding a fox, take the highest number tag. (Note that this is a change from some previous
hunts.) This will determine your final score. Bring the cards to the starting point at end of hunt.
Defacing, altering, moving, obscuring (etc.!) the fox is prohibited.
All decisions of the Hunt Master are final
The Hunt Master reserves the right to adjust the rules as they see fit -- the goal is to have a fun
and challenging hunt.
All participants should and practice social distancing. Vaccines are a plus. You know the drill.
Brian Donovan, K2AS
Harry Ramos W2HRY
Hunt Masters

Blossom Rd. Parking Lot, Ellison Park

